JAY SHAMBAUGH: I'd like to thank Larry Summers for joining us on this podcast to talk about his thoughts about taxation, the economy, and specifically his chapter in the new Hamilton Project book on tax policy.

Larry really needs no introduction in economic policy circles, but I'll make a quick one. Larry Summers is currently the Charles W. Eliot University professor at Harvard University. He is the former president of Harvard, former treasury secretary, former director of the National Economic Council, former chief economist at the World Bank, as well as numerous other positions.

Larry, welcome and thanks for being here.

LAWRENCE H. SUMMERS Very glad to be with you.

SHAMBAUGH: So, Larry, we both just left an event talking about tax policy. Your panel opened with an interesting question, which I think could frame our discussion here, if you don't mind kind of reprising a bit. If you were giving advice to a new president in January of 2021, what would you recommend regarding taxes and what would you do? But also, where would that land in your kind of scheme of priorities?

SUMMERS: Jay, it would obviously depend upon who the president was and what that president's values were. It would depend on the context that presents itself in January of 2021.

I don't think there's any question that our government is under resourced. Sixteen and a half percent of GDP in tax revenues is less than we've had throughout the last two generations. And yet, if you think about the mission of government, it probably should be larger than normal. Larger than normal because a higher fraction of our population is aged, and that's a big burden of the government. Larger than normal because the relative price of the things that the government buys--scientific research, medical care, educational services--that relative price has gone way up.

In fact, if you look at the CPIs since 1983, the relative price of a hospital room compared to a television set has moved by a factor of 100. And of course, we have more inequality and part of what the government does is engage in taxes and transfers to mitigate that inequality.

And if you think about an expanded agenda of global security threats, climate change, pandemics, whatever the situation evolves to be with China and Russia, those are likely to involve extra costs for government.
So I would say to the new president that the government is, over time, going to need more resources centrally. And one can debate how much of that needs to go for deficit reduction versus how much of that should prudently be invested in public purpose. I would tend to err on the side of investing more in solving critical problems, because I think those critical problems, whether it's climate change or whether it's a disaffected middle class, are actually larger burdens on my children's generation than the debt when we've got interest rates as low as we do right now.

I would say we should start with progressive taxation with taxes that meet two criteria. One, that they fall primarily on those with very high incomes, perhaps in the top 1 percent of the income distribution. And the other is that wherever possible, we should raise revenues in ways that will improve economic performance rather than in ways that will have adverse incentive effects.

And so the three places that I would start are with tax programs that I believe would be desirable, whatever exactly the government's regular revenue configuration is. First: enhanced tax compliance. It's a scandal: that we have the largest economy we've had since the Second World War and the smallest number of IRS auditors; that a person who gets the earned income tax credit, who by definition has an income less than 60,000 dollars, is as likely to be audited as a person with an income over 500,000 dollars; that the IRS is not permitted to hire the best lawyers in the country to cross-examine witnesses in connection with inquiries of corporations who make 40 billion dollars in profits and pay almost none of it in taxes because of the way we transfer price; that the IRS has computer systems with vacuum tubes that date back to 1960.

Natasha Sarin and I make a case in our paper that [a] well-designed compliance program can raise a trillion dollars in a decade. That's assuming that we only close one-seventh of the tax gap and we might even be able to do better than that.

SHAMBAUGH: Can I ask you within that, so you talk about your program around compliance as a progressive tax reform. So do you want to explain to people why that would be? Because I don't think it's necessarily immediately obvious to people, but I think it comes out of your research.

SUMMERS: I think there are two considerations. First, the increased auditing we're going to do as we describe the program is all of people in high income brackets. They're the people who are going to be audited more. They're the people who are going to pay more.

Second, the category of income that has by far the highest compliance is wage income because it's withheld and people get more of it withheld than actually should be. And that's why a majority of Americans get refunds every April. So when you're going after compliance, you're going after income other than wage income. And that tends to be income that accrues to those with high incomes.

So we would first favor a major set of initiatives on compliance and a good part of that, like, for example, the retargeting of audits, doesn't require any congressional action. And changing regulations on those who write abusive tax shelter opinions, for example, is something where there's scope for the IRS to act on its own.

SHAMBAUGH: But you would look for congressional action in the sense of you want more resources?

SUMMERS: I want more resources and that would require congressional action. But if Congress takes proper account of it, we have direct studies to show that an IRS agent doing one more hour of auditing of high income taxpayers brings in $4,500 in direct revenue. And there must be some
umbra of deterrence when that happens. And so the figure's even larger. If Congress takes account of that, if it spends more on the IRS, it'll have more to spend on other things as well.

The second element in the program we favor as an initial tax strategy for the new president is much greater enforcement of the tax law on global corporations, particularly global corporations that involve in extensive transactions with tax havens. They don't need, in our judgment, a 21 percent tax rate, and they certainly don't need to be enabled to build a small factory in Puerto Rico and transfer tens of billions of dollars of income to Puerto Rico, and then lobby the Puerto Rican government to tax that income at essentially zero.

So we would favor joining other nations in assuring that capital can run but it can't hide from meeting a basic set of tax responsibilities. That is valuable in terms of revenue raising, but I think it's much more valuable in terms of restoring the legitimacy of our system because it's a program of global cooperation. It doesn't have as its beneficiary the owner of a copyright on a cartoon character or a trademark from decades ago. Rather, by collecting taxes that are now being avoided by some of the most valuable and successful companies in our country, it enables, other things equal, more to be done for the middle class or lower taxes to be collected from the middle class.

SHAMBAUGH: I'm curious on this point about the importance of global cooperation here in that lots of economists or thought people like to think about global cooperation in the abstract. It's less abstract for you because you had policy roles where you were actually engaged in these kinds of discussions. Do you think there is scope that you could move to a global tax regime that is pushing back on this avoidance more successfully?

SUMMERS: I think you certainly could enhance cooperation on issues relating to transfer pricing. I think you certainly could put more pressure on haven jurisdictions like we did with respect to the Swiss on information reporting a few years ago. I think you could think about minimum taxes on the global income of American corporations as they reported to their shareholders. This is a problem on which there may be some limits to what's possible, but where Natasha and I are convinced nowhere near what those limits are.

SHAMBAUGH: So I want to talk about one of the other main areas you push on, which is capital income. But I want before we do that, I'd want to start with you've been pretty outspoken on your views on wealth taxes. And so I just want to know if you want to just summarize those? Because they connect in some ways to the way you're thinking about capital income, I think. Or there some areas where they overlap. And so, if you looked around and you said, I don't think we tax enough the income coming from wealth through capital income, some people are out there saying, well, we just want to tax the wealth. That's not your preferred approach. Do you want to say why?

SUMMERS: First, there's a good chance that the current Supreme Court will find it unconstitutional, and then you'll have had a Democratic president with the energy of the first hundred days dissipated on something that won't even get judicial approval.

Second, there are real questions about how much revenue the wealth tax will be able to raise. We examine the estate tax using the same kinds of methods that are used by the proponents of the wealth tax to estimate revenue. And those methods suggests that the estate tax could raise two or four or even more times as much revenue as it actually does. And that's because whether it's gifts to charity, uses of trusts, deals between people and their spouses, early gifts to children, a lot of avoidance is possible. And frankly, it seems to us easier to avoid a 2 percent wealth tax levied each year than a one-off major audit in the context of the estate tax.
Third, we think that some of the purported benefits of the wealth tax would actually have the opposite effect. Many wealthy people today simply look for the best places to invest their wealth and let their wealth grow. So in effect, they're investing in the future of the economy. In order to be one of the largest half dozen donors to either of our political parties, you need at most 5 million dollars every two years. When you're talking about people with hundreds of millions of dollars or billions of dollars, no wealth tax is going to make that impossible. But what a wealth tax would do is encourage them to move that income, or that wealth, much earlier in life into a foundation or some similar structure where they would then spend it out and actually exercise more power over the direction of American society. So we suspect that by activating that wealth to go into the policy process, a wealth tax might actually backfire in terms of containing political influence.

We're also concerned that a wealth tax, particularly when combined with all the other taxes we have, could produce tax rates well in excess of 100 percent. Consider a person who owns Treasury instruments that pay 2 percent who is a billionaire. They're going to pay 6 or 8 percent in wealth tax. Then they're going to pay their income tax. So the combined tax rate could mean that on an instrument where they're getting 2 percent each year, they're paying 7 percent in taxes for a 350 percent tax rate. That's not an experiment we've done before and I'm not sure it's one that we should want to try.

So the impulse that we should be trying to tax more is right. I don't think the impulse to choose a very small group and tax them in an almost confiscatory way is really my preferred instinct. I think with a very serious program of capital gains taxation that stops real estate exchanges, that goes after carried interest, that critically deems capital gains to have been realized when a gift is made to an heir or to a charity—with all of that, I think we can serve the objectives of wealth taxation in ways that are likely to be more effective and more attractive to those who have to support these taxes.

SHAMBAUGH: I wanted to come specifically to that point because it seems like sometimes some people oppose wealth taxes the response is, well, you just don't want to tax high income people or you just don't want to tax wealth. And reading your chapter, that seems distinctly not where you are coming from. And in particular, it seems you're going after the very same income and wealth, but doing it through different aspects of the tax code. So I wondered if you want to just flesh out a couple of those in particular say step up basis and what that means and why that you think that one's important?

SUMMERS: Jay, I think that all income should be taxed and it should be taxed, including capital gains. Right now in the code, if somebody starts a company when they're 30 and put a thousand dollars into that company, they turn out to be really good at managing it, and by the time they die, it's worth a billion dollars—that move from a thousand dollars to a billion dollars is never taxed. If they give it to their child and their child sells the company, the child only pays a capital gain on the difference between the billion dollars it was worth when they got it and the price at which they sell it. That kind of avoidance completely of taxes seems wrong.

Something similar is true if you make a gift to a charity; that seems wrong too.

Something similar is true if rather than selling my piece of real estate, I engage in an exchange with somebody else, often somebody I don't know, often a transaction designed for tax purposes by a banker. Then, too, capital gains taxation is avoided.

So I think that we should enforce the capital gains tax law that we have. It's conceivable that someone will decide at some point that that's not a big enough reform of capital taxes. But it would be a bigger reform anything we've done in the last 50 years, and it seems like we ought to start with that and see if it's enough rather than start with something whose revenue we can't begin to gauge,
it's potentially a tax that above 100 percent rate, and it's got a substantial chance of never being allowed to go into effect.

It's because I care so much about making the tax system so progressive that I concentrate so much on finding measures that go with the grain of the things that have been acceptable for a long time and that have the property that they'll make the system better from the point of view of the economy. One of the great things about setting capital gains right is that capital gains taxation is the principal cause of tax shelters. And so if we fixed capital gains taxation, we'll do a lot to fix tax shelters. None of that applies to a wealth tax.

**SHAMBAUGH:** So on this notion of what's politically viable, I wanted to ask you, because again, unlike most economists who think about these things as an economist, you have dipped into the real world of policy where you had to engage the art of what's possible, often. And on this question, if you look at polls, polls that say we should tax the rich more, it's always, frankly, very, very highly polled. If you look at the history of what's taken place in our country over the last 20 years, that's been very hard to do. And I think with the exception of when the Bush tax cuts were expiring--so where the default was that the income taxes on the rich went up--it seems almost impossible. And so do you think even within the realm where you're trying to stay, which is what I think you defined, kind of pragmatic, progressive, do you think these types of reforms could come through a political system that seems either unwilling or unable sometimes to raise taxes on high income people?

**SUMMERS:** You know, it's surprising, Jay. My experience is that the transition from inconceivable to inevitable can sometimes be quite rapid in Washington, and that new presidents are sometimes given a wide berth. I think the thing that makes me most committed to the approach we've described--the compliance, the capital gains, the international taxation, the broader reform of business taxation--is that all those things can be justified as improving incentives and creating a more level playing field for people in the economy, and therefore as stimulating economic growth.

And I think advocates of progressivity have made a mistake in the past by saying, well, we care about fairness and we're not worried about incentives. The program that Natasha and I have put forward is pragmatic in the sense that even if we didn't need a lot of revenue and were in a position to be able to rebate the revenue, we believe that we'd have a substantial chance of improving economic performance.

So I think it's the right place for a progressive tax debate to start. And I don't think it's plausible to think that if we're not able to enforce the tax law we already have because it generates too much political resistance when all we're proposing to do is make sure that the top 1 percent pays the taxes that have been legally enacted, if things like that are too hard politically, I think it's very hard to imagine that Hail Mary whole new tax approaches are likely to prove politically feasible.

**SHAMBAUGH:** You know, you just said something that I wanted to follow up on, which is even if we don't need the revenue, and the reason I wanted to ask is that since about late 2013, you were writing a lot about an idea on secular stagnation. This idea that we have insufficient demand and we may need more government spending in particular, that we may need more deficit spending by the government. And so I think some people when they see you suddenly come out saying, here's a way to raise four trillion dollars over 10 years, they see that as incongruous. And so I'm just curious how you how you see the concerns around secular stagnation pairing with your thoughts around, but we need more revenue and we need to do so in a progressive way?

**SUMMERS:** First, I think in a variety of areas over 10 years we need more spending. Look at a number of our airports. Consider that the American Society for Civil Engineering thinks that
potholes in American roads, at least in my state of Massachusetts, cost motorists the same amount that a 75 cent a gallon gasoline tax would because of extra repairs. Think about the fact that this is the United States and we've got kids in a variety of cities losing IQ because of the lead in the water. So we can surely make more productive investments than we are engaged in.

We have huge needs for investment in so many things. Energy research given the crisis of climate change; taking care of those who live the longest lives, and therefore quite likely become most infirm, with a reformed Social Security system; providing as part of our health care system the kind of mental health benefits that we increasingly realize that many people need. I just came off a fairly serious injury where I ruptured tendons in both my legs. Without the physical therapy that I received I'd be a cripple today. I got help from insurance in getting that physical therapy, and I'm fortunate enough that I'd be able to afford that physical therapy. But millions of Americans without government playing a key role wouldn't be able to. So, I think there's plenty of government spending that we're underinvesting in that should be a crucial part of our response. And to the extent we're not, there are all sorts of ways in which we could cut taxes and make a huge difference in people's lives. Whether it's expanding the earned income tax credit, or providing credits to employers to help those who are long-term unemployed, or recycling funds into some of the highest risk areas in our country at a time when the kind of regional convergence we used to have in our economy has fallen off.

So I'm not worried that a tax increase is somehow going to undo the functioning of power of our economy as long as we're raising enforceable, well-designed taxes that, in fact, by leveling the playing field are making the economy more efficient.

SHAMBAUGH: I want to come back to enforcement for a moment because I think it is really interesting line of research the two of you have been working on. And you had a little section in the paper that I thought was interesting in the sense that economists often focus a lot on the efficiency side of taxation. But at least in theory, they also care a lot about horizontal equity. And you made a case for why you think your proposals are really important if you're thinking about horizontal equity.

SUMMERS: I think people have very much the idea that two people who earn the same amount of money should pay the same amount in taxes. And that doesn't happen when we distinguish sharply between capital and labor income. That doesn't happen when we allow unreasonable deductions for costs that aren't real. And that doesn't happen when some people are law abiding and some people aren't. So I think it's a very fundamental contribution to fairness to develop a system where everybody pays. And it's pretty clear from a lot of evidence, some from economists, more from sociologists, that when you have a system where there's really serious enforcement, it's stigmatized to not pay and people tend to all pay their taxes.

But if you start looking the other way when there's tax avoidance, then you have low taxpayer morale, compliance suffers, and as more and more people stop complying, more and more people follow them. You know, there's an idea in criminology, the Broken Windows theory that says that if you keep a neighborhood in good shape and without broken windows and with clean paths to front doors, the crime rate will tend to be low. But if things start to spiral downwards, they can really spiral. And I think we're at a kind of broken windows theory turning point with respect to our tax system. And that's why it's so important that we step it up. Especially with all this populist resentment, the sense that the rich don't have to pay I think it's very risky to our democracy.

SHAMBAUGH: So I'm curious, you were the treasury secretary at one point. How did we get here? So some of the numbers you and Natasha write about are on their face somewhat shocking in terms of fewest IRS agents and in many generations, that audit rates are really plummeting and
relatively quickly over the last decade. What do you think led us here? Because it does seem like in some ways rather obvious, not that your paper is obvious, but if you want to keep collecting your tax revenue, you need an IRS.

**SUMMERS:** I thought at the time that I left office in 2000 that we needed more IRS enforcement resources than Congress was prepared to give. I thought part of the problem was that it was government spending, but nobody got any credit for any of the revenue generated. And so it was always more popular to spend money on something other than auditing your constituents. But I didn't think at the time I left that it was a crisis.

Over the next decade, it was allowed to really become a crisis. You had a prominent tax official sometime in the mid-2000s, first decade of this century, explain that the S in IRS stood for service and that the government should be providing better service. The IRS should be providing better service to businesses. And saying that like having a person who is in charge of enforcement at the IRS was somehow wrong because you shouldn't think about the IRS is engaged in enforcement. I'm a believer in cooperation. And I'm a believer in courtesy. But I'm not a believer in the tooth fairy. And if your philosophy is that taxes will collect themselves and that the way to move the country forward is to undo the capacity of the IRS, I think you're going to set off some very dangerous trends.

You know, engraved into the area at the top of the IRS building is a very famous observation of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who said taxes are what we pay for civilization. And if we don't make a serious effort to collect our taxes, not in a week or a month or a year or even a decade, I have no doubt that our civilization will decay and be degraded. So far beyond what it means as a budget plug in the context of this year or next year's budget resolution, I think that these questions of tax compliance are moral issues that go to the character of our democracy.

And I have to say, Jay, that when I hear all this talk about corporate stakeholders, not just working for shareholders, but being a good corporate citizen, I think the place that corporations should start is not lobbying for tax provisions that they know to be abusive. Not engaging in shelter activities that they know to be at the edge of the envelope. And making sure that they meet their tax obligations in a reasonable way. I think that's much more important for the future of our country than highly publicized symbolic projects building charter schools or planting trees in the Amazon. If you look at the blatantly avoided taxes that a number of our most successful companies have engaged in, it is [a] far larger sum than the social responsibility projects they proudly tout in their annual reports.

**SHAMBAUGH:** Well, thank you, I think we're basically out of time. And I first just want to thank you for doing this podcast and also remind all the listeners that you can find the chapter Larry has been talking about in the new Hamilton Project book, "Tackling Taxes, Equitable and Efficient Ways to Raise Revenue." It's available on the Hamilton Project website. So thanks again, Larry.

**SUMMERS:** Thank you.